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Q1:  

Yes 

Q2:  

To ensure adults have free choice when it comes to the media they consume.  

Q3:  

No 

Q4:  

Yes 

Q5:  

No, How does a board know how something is going to impact every individual  

Q6:  

No, all things should be classsified in the same way with the same standards 

Q7:  

Not classified, possibly a warning as art can impact people in different ways 

Q8:  

Yes 

Q9:  

No 

Q10:  

I think if people have no choice but to look/listen to it then yes it should be classified 

Q11:  

Q12:  

The internet can not be controlled and you should scrap the whole idea. As we have found out in 

recent months, teenagers and young adults can hack their way around even the more impressive 

security measures eg. Sony and the American defence. All it would take is for someone to figure a 

way around the guards and tweet, Facebook, sms, email everyone they know and you would have to 

come up with a new way to block sites. You will be wasting tax payers money forever trying to block 

material which would be accessed only by a small minority of people. 

Q13:  



Parents should set limits and educate their children. If parents can't then provide information for 

parents to learn. 

Q14:  

It does not need to be. Kids looking for porn will find porn. I'm surprised people even buy magazines 

these days. You'll probably find though that kids see worse on video hits (Rated PG) then on the front 

of the average Ralph magazine  

Q15:  

Warnings should be shown when there is a chance that someone may be offended. Hopefully then 

people who are easily offended will not watch, listen, read these items. 

Q16:  

Q17:  

Q18:  

Q19:  

Q20:  

There should be an R rating for video games as the average player is an adult and adult games are 

being restricted under the current format.  

Q21:  

I think that the people in charge of classifying need to remember that games are just movies where 

you control a bit of the action. Most people playing these games relise this. Fans of mortal combat for 

example realise you can't pull someone's head off with you hand and that you can't breath fire or 

shoot iceballs. They do not incite violence any more than the average episode of buffy the vampire 

slayer. High impact violence in my opinion would be getting punched in the head in real life in the 

boxing ring, or getting tackled by a 130kg football player in the NRL, not pushing a combination of 

buttons on a key pad. 

Q22:  

By using a similar rating system as the movies, though I think there should be a separate rating for 

pornography so that people know what they are getting, R18+ should be free to show anything (not 

including snuff films, chid porn etc.) as the average teenager knows exactly where to get banned 

material off the internet. 

Q23:  

Q24:  

The government can not control the internet as it is not Australian and anyone can access anything if 

they know how. You can not stop material such as child porn but you can arrest the people with it. 

Q25:  

Q26:  



Q27:  

Q28:  

Q29:  

Other comments:  

 


